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In the process… 

Dear researchers and readers, we are pleased to share the 2022 (Volume 4) issue of JIMuseumED. 

In this issue of our journal, we present to you a total of 5 studies, 2 of which are research, 1 is the 

review, 1 is a case report and 1 is translation. The first research work on this issue is Emin Demir 

and Ayşe Köksal Akyol's "Investigation of Visually Impaired Children's Views on the Museum Visited". 

In the study, the experiences of visually impaired children regarding their visit to the MTA Şehit 

Cuma Dağ Natural History Museum were revealed. Another research study was “The Experiences 

of Opticians Students After a Technical Trip: MTA Şehit Cuma Dağ Natural History Museum and Energy 

Park Example” which was carried out by Havva Sibel Kurt and was also held at the MTA Şehit 

Cuma Dağ Natural History Museum, but which reveals the experiences of optician students 

regarding the visit. The review study of this issue is the study published in English, titled 

"Transformation of Science Museums into Science Centers as a Reflection of Active Learning in Museum 

Education on Architecture", prepared jointly by Hilal Kaya Dilmen and Nazan Kırcı. In the study, 

museum and visitor interaction is discussed in the context of education and science centers. In 

Ceren Güneröz's case report titled "Children's Museums in New Normal through Museological 

Approaches", the goals and objectives of museums in the context of children's museums were 

evaluated in line with contemporary museum approaches by describing exhibition examples 

emphasizing current issues. The translation type of this issue is the work by Ece S. Tanyeli, in which 

Kadri translated the article written by Kadri in Servet-i Fünûn in 1893 with the title "Museleden 

İstifâde" from Ottoman Turkish to Turkish. We would like to thank our valuable professors who 

contributed to this issue of JIMuseumED as writers and referees. Our teacher Özgül Özönder Güçlü 

has joined our journal as a Foreign Language Editor as of this year. We thank our teacher for his 

valuable contribution. 

JIMuseumED continues to be followed by TR Index and 

international indexes. In addition, in 2023, a special issue 

will be published in our journal called "Museum Studies 

and Museum Education in Turkey in the 100th 

Anniversary of the Republic", due to the 100th anniversary 

of the proclamation of the Republic in Turkey. We invite all 

researchers to contribute to this special issue, which will be 

published on October 29, 2023. We would like to remind you 

again that the studies submitted for the fifth issue of our 

journal and whose evaluation process has been completed 

are published as a preliminary view. We would like to 

announce in advance that by 2024 (Volume 6) all studies in 

our journal will be published in English. Hope to see you on 

the 100th anniversary of our Republic... 

Dr. Galip ÖNER 

Editor 


